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Introduction.

Lytle f has shown that the fundamental relation

ffzfffúfffáff,
J%       ^s >¿q. t/s k/h «/a

where the integrals are proper integrals, holds for a class of fields which he

calls iterable (defined later in § 1). In his Lectures,% vol. II, Professor Pier-

pont has given a new definition of an improper multiple integral (definition

given later in § 1). Considering functions defined, in general, over iterable

fields and using Professor Pierpont's definition, I have shown that, under

certain conditions, the above fundamental inequalities hold for a very general

class of functions, some of which may have points of infinite discontinuity at an

everywhere dense set in 31, the field of integration.

For simplicity the proofs are given for functions of two independent variables.

The methods of proof, however, are perfectly general and may be extended

readily to any number of independent variables.

§ 1.    Preliminary Definitions.    Uniform and Regular  Convergence.

Let / ( Xi, ■ • • , x„ ) be a function, defined over a limited field 31, and let it

have infinite discontinuities at the points of a set 3, which may or may not be

of zero content. The following is Pierpont's definition of the improper

multiple integral of / ( xi, • • •, xn ) over 31.

Let a"kO and ß ^ 0 be two numbers, chosen at pleasure. Let 3Iai, be

those points of 31 at which

- a<f (*!,  •■■ , xn)uß

* Presented to the Society, April 27, 1912.

t Proper Multiple Integrals over Iterable Fields, Transactions of the American

Mathematical Society, vol. 11 (1910), p. 25.

Î Lectures on the Theory of Functions of Real Variables, Ginn & Co. In two volumes. These

will be referred to as Lectures.
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and let 2Iáa be the remaining points of 21.   If

lim
o, 8=» t/s

exists, finite or infinite, it is defined to be the upper integral oifixi, • • ■, xn)

over 31 and is written

(1) X'-
The lower integral of / (Xi, ■ • •, x„) is similarly defined and written. When

the upper and lower integrals of / ( xi, • • •, xn ) over 2Í are equal we denote

their common values by

//i/a

and say that / ( a.'i, • • •, xH ) is integrable in 21.

Let now 21 be a limited point aggregate in two dimensions. Let 23 be the

projection of 21 on the X axis and through each point x of 23 let an ordinate be

erected. Each ordinate cuts a section 6ix) out of 21. When no confusion

can arise I denote this section simply by 6. It is convenient to use the

notation 2Í = 23 • ©.

For the definition of the upper content of a set of points see Lectures, vol. I.

The notation there employed will be used here.

According to Lytle's definition* if the integral of the upper content of S

over 23 exists and is equal to the upper content of 21, that is, if

/
6 = 21,

then 21 is said to be iterable, modulo 23.

Let p^O and r/^0 be two numbers chosen at pleasure.    Let 23p„ be those

points of 23 at which

(2) -p^Çfua.
J<s

If

Hm    f     if
p, <r=«. J%       Jr¡

exists, finite or infinite, it is defined to be the upper integral of the integral in

(2) over 23, and is written

//'■Jn JtS

* Loc. cit.
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The lower, lower iterated integral, and the iterated integral are similarly

defined.

It is evident that / may be defined at the points of 31 and yet the integral

in (2) may not be defined at some or at any of the points of S3. In this paper

I shall restrict myself to the consideration of functions such that the integral

in (2) shall exist and be finite, although not necessarily limited, except possibly

at the points of a discrete set, at which points we may assign an arbitrary value

to this integral without affecting the value of the iterated integral (see Lectures

vol. II, § 60).
In what follows if an upper integral, a lower integral, or an integral is said

to exist or to converge, I mean that it exists and is finite unless otherwise

stated.

Let us suppose that the integral in (2) exists for each point x in 33.    Then if

e>0,    «o, ßo,        f   /-   if\<t,    a^*o, ß^ß0*

and for each and every x and 33, we say that the integral in (2) converges

uniformly in 33.

Let b be that partial set of 33 such that the integral in (2) converges uni-

formly in 33 — b and converges for each x in b except possibly at the points

of a discrete set. Let b^^ be those points of b at which relation (2) holds.

If bpo. is discrete for each p^O, cr^O, and in addition 33,,,, = 33 for each

P^Po, (T^fo, po, co sufficiently large, we say that the integral in (2) converges

regularly in 33 . If b^, is discrete and 33,,,, < 33 for each p ̂  0, a ̂  0, we

say that the integral in (2) converges semi-regularly in 33 . If the integral in (2)

converges regularly, or semi-regularly, in 33, it follows at once, from Lectures,

vol. II, § 360, that the set b is of measure zero.

Similar definitions may be given using lower integrals or integrals.

§ 2.    Improper Integrals.

Theorem 1.   Let

(1) ff
Jf

converge uniformly in 33.    Then (1) is limited in 33 and the upper integral of

(1) over 33 exists.

For by the definition of uniform  convergence, choosing t > 0, small at

"This set of inequalities is written in accordance with Pierpont's notations. It means; for

every positive t there exists a pair of numbers, a0 and ßo, such that

I4/-/>I<«
for any as^cm, and for any ß^ßn.
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pleasure, there exists a fixed pair of numbers a, ß such that

I r I   \ r   i
ijfrlJ f\+tI «/e    I       I «^ e„0    I

for each and every x in S3 .   But

where B is the projection of 31 on the Y axis and p = Max (a, ß).   Hence

IMi j<¡ i< M# +  c < M

for each and every x in 33.

Theorem 2.    iei ¿Ae upper integral of f over 6 converge regularly, or semi-

regularly, in 33 .    Then

œafe.

Let F = 0 on sections corresponding to b,

= / on sections corresponding to 23 — b.

Then for any p, a

(1) /    ff=J    fF>
J*fa Je J9pa Jn

since for points of 33pff the upper integral of / over 6 differs from the upper

integral of F over Ë at only a discrete set bp<r. Let now p, a = oo . The

upper integral of F over ß converges uniformly in 33. Hence, by Theorem 1.

the limit on the right of (1) exists.    Hence the limit on the. left exists.

Theorem 3. Let f be limited in 21 and let 2Ii be a partial aggregate of 31.

Let, Io,/ = 0 in 3Í - 3Ii, or, 2°, let\ = 21.    In either case

(i) ff=ff' f**h-•/a «/si, «/*j «/a

Effect a cubical division of space and let the cells containing points of both

21 and 2li be di, ■ • -, dn. Let the remaining cells which contain points of 21 be

d[, • ■ -, d'm. If condition 1° is fulfilled, / = 0 in cells d\. If condition 2° is

fulfilled, 2d'i is small at pleasure. In any cell d{, if either condition 1° or con-

dition 2° is fulfilled, Max/ at points of 2d = Max/ at points of 31 and Min/

at points of 21 ̂  Min / at points of 2It.    Hence the inequalities (1) follow.

Theorem 4.    Let the upper integral of f over 6 converge regularly m S3 .    Then

(1) f f/=   Hm   f f  f.
i/8 i/S a, S=» «/8 t/G„fta, fl=«

Trans. Am. Math. Soc. 88
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By the definition of regular convergence, and Theorem 1, there exists a

pair of numbers po, «to such that

(2) »„ = »,

(3) 33 - b = »„, - bp<r,       for       p ^ po,       er ̂  cr0.

Since bp„ is discrete, it follows from (3) that

/ ff-f !>•
Passing to the limit p, a = oo in this relation we have, by Theorem 2,

(4) I   ff=IIf-
«/s—b«/ij i/9 «/e

Relations (2) and (3) give S = Upper Cont. ( 53 — b ).    Hence, by Theorem

3, for any a, ß, arbitrary but fixed,

(5) / / f= Uf-
By Lectures, vol. II, § 150,

lim   f    f  f=  f    lim    f  /=  f     f/.
a, S=» «/»—b ■-'«aß «/8—b », 8=« «/Sag «/8—b »'S

This with the limit of (5) gives

f    ffè   Hm   f f   f.
«/S—b «/S a, 0=« «/8 «/C0g

This relation with (4) gives (1).

Corollary 1.    Let f ^ 0 and let the upper integral of f over © converge semi-

regularly in 33.    Then

fff=   Hm //   '•*/9 «'S a, fl=« t/8 */P„a/8 «/« a, fl=« «/« «/saß

Since the upper integral of/ over S converges semi-regularly in 33, we have

relation (3) and hence equation (4). Since /k 0, the inequality (5) is true.

The limit of this with (4) gives the corollary.

In connection with relation (4) it is well to notice that if the upper integral

of / over S converges regularly in 33, we may disregard the set b, of measure

zero, in computing

That the inequality sign is necessary in (1) is shown by the following example.
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Example 1. Let 31 be the unit square.

Let/ = n at the points* x = m\n,y rational, in 31,

= 2 at the points x = m / n,y irrational, in 31,

= 1 at the remaining points in 31.

Letf ß ^ 2 be arbitrary but fixed.    For x irrational

For x rational

f/=l, f/=l,
Jit J<Zß

ff=n,        f f=2
'1

except for a discrete set in the case of the latter integral.   Hence

f/7-1,       limff/=2.
Je Jl B=" Js t/ffa

It is convenient to introduce an auxiliary function <baß defined as follows:

<t>aß shall be equal to / at the points of 3Ia/3 and equal to zero at the points of

Kß.
Theorem 5.   Let both the integrals

ffJ%

exist.   Let !§ = 0.    Then

(1) lim   ("*„=   ff-
a, â=ao J SI Ja

Since 3 = 0, 3i^ß may be made small at pleasure by taking a, ß sufficiently

large.    Let 3Cß be enclosed in a set of cells dj, • • • , d„ of norm d.    Then

« > 0,        a0, ßo, d0,        2d,- < e,        a ^ ao,    ß ^ ßo,    d Ú d0.

Let these last quantities be arbitrary but fixed. Let 3L be points of 31 lying

in cells di, and 2t2 be the remaining points of 31. Since Sli and 3I2 are unmixed,

by Lectures, vol. II, § 46,

(2) ff=  f/+ ff,       fu=  fu+ f*«-
«/« J«¡ Jn¡ «/a «/a, t/a2

Since / = <paß at points of 3Í2,

ff= fu-
J%2 Jíl¡

* AU fractions, here and elsewhere, are supposed to be irreducible.

t In the case of a function of one sign, the notation may be simplified by dropping either

the a or the ß as the case may be.

t For the significance of this system of inequalities cf. footnote on page 436.
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Hence, subtracting the equations in relation (2) and using Lectures, vol. II,

§§51 and 48, 3 we have

(3) I f/-f*J = | ff-f*Js\ ff\+\ i *+U f l/l + f 1^1'
i «/»        «/a | «/a,        J<a, I Ja,   I       i «/a, J*i Ja,

In 3Ii, | ¡paß | equals | / | at some points and equals zero at the remaining points.

From this fact and Lectures, vol. II, § 48, 3 and § 53

(4) f\<t>aß\if\f\<h
Jill J%

where r¡ may be taken small at pleasure by taking e sufficiently small.    Re-

lations (3) and (4) give

Jn J'H
(5) /-     *•*<"•

I J'H J-n

Now e = 0 and a, ß = <x> when rj = 0. Hence we get (1) by passing to

the limit r, = 0 in (5).

Theorems similar to Theorems 1, 2, 4, and 5 are readily proved for lower

integrals.

Theorem 6.    Let 21 = 23 • © be iterable modulo 23.    Let both the integrals

exist.    Let 3 = 0.    Let both the integrals

(1) if
Jit

converge uniformly or regularly in 23 .    Then

(2) ifú  i i Su  i ifú ff-
«a Ja «Ai Je t/s «/a

Let a, ß be arbitrary but fixed, and let #„a be the limited auxiliary function

already defined. In any section ©, (S0a < <5 and </>ag equals / at points of ©aS

and equals zero at points of (Sl8 .    Hence it follows from Theorem 3 that

i**û ( fá i f£ (*+,
•At Jeaß        «/8afl        Ja

(3) t    itaßu    i    i     fui    i     fú     i    i<t>aß.
J®  Jn »/'S  -£C„3 J* J*!aß J* Jt¡

^««8 "laß

and hence that
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By Lytle's theorem 14 (loc. cit., p. 35) we have

I <baß^  j    I  faú   I   I <baß^   f <>„„,
«/a «¿8 Jt «/e Jt J%

and this with (3) gives

(4) (uú f f f^f f   fú  f<t>«ß-
Passing to the limit a, ß = oo in-this last relation, and using Theorem 5 and

Lectures, vol. II, § 150, in case that the integrals (1) converge uniformly in 33,

and Theorems 4 and 5, in case the integrals (1) converge regularly in 33,

we have*

ff=   lim    f<^   lim    f f  fí  f  ff

S f(fú lim   f f /g lim   f*a3=  f/.
This gives relation (2).

Corollary 1.    Xei iAe conditions of Theorem 6 6e satisfied and in addition

let f be integrable in 31.    Then

2/ / is also integrable in each 6 in 33

X>=XX>-
Let B be the projection of 31 on the Y axis and C the corresponding section.

Corollary 2.   iei 31 = 33 • ß = 2? • C be iterable modulis 33, B.    Let f

be integrable in 31.

Let the integrals (1) converge uniformly or regularly in 33 and the integrals

¡f
Jc

converge uniformly or regularly in B.    Then

¡t'H-ÏJj-
«/a «/a «/«        J ¡¡Jc

Example 2.   Let 31 be the points in a unit square whose abscissas are rational.

* In case the integrals (1) converge uniformly in 8 the second and fourth inequality signs

may be left out of this relation.
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Let/ be defined over 31 as follows:

/ = n ( — 1 )n at the points x = 1 / n,       0 ú y Ú 1,

= 1 at the points x 4= 1 / n,       y rational,

= 2 at the points x =)= 1 / n,        y irrational.

Then we have

f/=i,   (7=2,   (7=»(-d»
*/<>( t/2t »-'S

for x = 1 / n.    For x rational but not equal to 1 / n,

(7=i,   (7=2.«/e «/<s

Hence

•/S «/E «/8 >/(5

In connection with this example we may note the following points. The

integrals over 6 converge regularly in 33; 3 = 0; 31 does not possess content;

33 neither possesses content nor is complete; and the function/ is limited in

neither direction.

Example 3.    Let 3Í be a unit square and let/ be defined over 21 as follows:

/ = n at points x = m / n,        0^y^l/n,

= 1 elsewhere in 31.
Then

(/ = 1.        ff=n f    dy+  f  dy= 2-1/n
•An «A Jo Jlln

for x = m ¡ n.   Elsewhere in 33

Hence

/7/=i.   Iff-2-*/S9 «'S «-'S   V6

We see that the fundamental relation breaks down.    However

//«A

do not converge either uniformly or regularly in 33.

Theorem 7.    Let f be of one sign or zero and defined over 31 = 33 • S which
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may or may not be iterable modulo 33 . Let 3 _ 0. Then, if f^. 0 and the upper

integral of f over 21 exists and the upper integral of f over (5 converges uniformly,

regularly, or semi-regularly in 33,

(1) f ffú   ff-
U /= 0) and the lower integral of f over 2Í exists and the lower integral of f over

6 converges uniformly, regularly, or semi-regularly in 23, then

(2) ïfu   f ff-

Let us prove (1); (2) is proved in a similar manner.    Let <bß be the auxiliary

function already defined.    As in the latter part of equation (3), Theorem 6,

(3) f Ï fú f (V
J$  Jla J*  Ji

By two theorems proved by Richardson *

f ffa^  ffa=  f f.
This with relation (3) gives

UM'-
Passing to the limit as in equation (4), Theorem 6, we have (1).

Example 4.    Let / be a function defined over a set of points 21, lying in a

unit square, as follows:

/ = n • q at the points x = m / n,       y = 1 ¡ q,

= n for x irrational,       y = m /n,

= 1 for x irrational,       y irrational.

f/=i,   rf/=o,  ff/=i.
Here 3 > 0.   21 is not iterable since © ( x ) equals zero for x rational and equals

1 for x irrational.    Hence

6(-r)

does not exist.

* The Integration of a Sequence of Functions and Its Application to Iterated Integrals, Tr an s-

actions of the American Mathematical Society, vol. 9 (1908), p. 347.
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Theorem 8.    Let %aß = 33 • SaS   be iterable modulo 23 for any a ^ a0,

ß ^ ßo;ao, ßo sufficiently large.   Let 3^0.    Let both the integrals

exist.    Let both the integrals

Ja.

converge uniformly or regularly in 93 .    Then

(1) ffzfffá   f ffú   ff-
«/a ^8 Ja J% Je, «/a

For by Lytle's Theorem 14 (loc. cit., p. 35), for a ^ a0, ß ^ ßo,

I   f=ff  f=ff   f=f   f-
J*aß j/a Jtiaß Js JnaB J%aß

Passing to the limit a, ß =  °° in this relation as in equation (4) of Theorem 6

we get (1).

Example 5.   Let 3Í be the points of a unit square whose abscissas are rational

and let / be defined over 31 as follows :

/ — n at the points x = m / 2",       y rational,

= 1 at the points x — m / 2",        y irrational,

= 2 at the remaining points of 31.

f/-l,        f/-2,        ff/=l,        f f/-2.
Wesleyan University,

MlDDLETOWN, CoNN., April, 1912.


